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Hadas Yeverechyahu, Tel-Aviv University 

Heritage speakers are (often sequential) bilinguals with partial proficiency in their heritage language, due to 

either attrition or incomplete acquisition (Benmamoun et al. 2010, Polinsky and Kagan 2007, Montrul 2008). 

This study examines the gender system of heritage speakers of Russian (L1) whose dominant language is 

Hebrew (L2), addressing the deviation from the expected standard of fully proficient speakers. I show that 

gender assignment in heritage Russian is determined mostly by phonological cues, but the influence of the 

gender system of Hebrew L2 emerges when the Russian supportive phonological cues are missing. 

The gender systems of L1 and L2: Both Russian and Hebrew have an inherent grammatical gender system, in 

which inanimate nouns, which do not have semantic gender, are arbitrarily divided between the different 

grammatical genders (the current study focuses only on the feminine and masculine genders). Previous studies 

have claimed that gender assignment by bilinguals (including heritage speakers) is affected by phonological 

cues. Polinsky (2006, 2008) suggests that gender assignment among American-Russian heritage speakers 

relies heavily on such cues, as summarized in the table below (Polinsky 2008). The relevant distinction is 

between supportive phonological cues, which lead to the correct gender assignment, and misleading 

phonological cues, which represent mismatches between the correct gender in the language and the expected 

one through the eyes of the heritage speaker. 

 cue correct gender interpreted as example 

Supportive 
final C masculine masculine čaynik  'kettle' 

final a feminine feminine kaša  'porridge' 

Misleading 
final y masculine feminine ručey  'brook' 

final Cy feminine masculine tetrady 'notebook' 

Other studies demonstrate a second factor that influences gender assignment by bilinguals - the 

interaction between the gender systems of the two languages. Armon-Lotem and Amiram (2012) suggest that 

L2 late learners transfer the sensitivity to phonological cues from their L1 gender system. So, if L1 gender 

system relies on phonological cues, the speakers tend to rely on such cues in the gender assignment of L2 as 

well. A transfer between the languages is also possible in the other direction. Laufer (2003) demonstrates that 

the impact of dominant L2 Hebrew on L1 Russian is evident even when full capacity in L1 is achieved. 

Experiment: In order to examine the influence of L2 Hebrew on the heritage gender system of L1 Russian, I 

replicated Polinsky's (2008) comprehension task. While the participants in Polinsky's experiment were 

American-Russian speakers whose L2, English, does not have a grammatical gender system, my study 

examines Israeli-Russian speakers whose L2, Hebrew, does have such a system. In the experiment, 30 Israeli-

Russian heritage speakers and 30 Russian-monolinguals were asked to give grammatical judgments for noun-

adjective combinations, and their performances were compared. The stimuli were 80 Russian noun-adjective 

pairs, 40 with correct agreement (e.g. sladkiy saxar 'sweet.MS sugar.MS') and 40 with incorrect agreement (e.g. 

*sladkaya saxar 'sweet.FM sugar.MS'). Phonological cues and corresponding genders between Russian and 

Hebrew had been controlled, forming 8 groups of stimuli: 
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  phonological cue Russian 

gender 

Hebrew 

gender 

same 

gender? 

Russian 

noun 

Hebrew 

noun 

gloss 

A 
1. SuppMsMs supportive (final C) Ms Ms + čaynik kumkum 'kettle' 

2. SuppFmFm supportive (final a) Fm Fm + Kaša daysa 'porridge' 

B 
1. SuppMsFm supportive (final C) Ms Fm - kirpič levena 'brick' 

2. SuppFmMs supportive (final a) Fm Ms - strela xec 'arrow' 

C 
1. MislMsMs misleading (final y) Ms Ms + ručey naxal 'brook' 

2. MislFmFm misleading (final Cy) Fm Fm + tetrady maxberet 'notebook' 

D 
1. MislMsFm misleading (final y) Ms Fm - poceluy nešika 'kiss' 

2. MislFmMs misleading (final Cy) Fm Ms - soly melax 'salt'  

Results: the Israeli-Russian heritage speakers had an excellent 95.4% of correct responses, though they 

differed from the monolingual group. Crucially for the present study, the rates of correct responses in the 

heritage group and the monolingual group were significantly different for Russian feminine nouns in which 

the phonological cues are misleading (C2 and D2): MislFmFm (t(32)=3.19, p=0.003) and MislFmMs 

(t(32)=3.33, p=0.002) (figure 1). Moreover, significant differences were found in the responses of the heritage 

speakers to the groups MislFmFm and MislFmMs (t(29)=2.08, p=0.04). 

 

Figure1: light grey: heritage group, dark grey: monolingual Russians group. *=p<0.05 

Discussion: The current study demonstrates the effect of L2 gender system on the heritage speakers' L1. The 

cross-population distinction supports previous claims that phonological cues play the most important role in 

the gender system. However, the cross-group distinction, i.e. between MislFmMs and MislFmFm, suggests 

the impact of the noun's gender in Hebrew; in the absence of such impact, a difference between these groups 

would not be expected. I thus claim that when the phonological cues are misleading (and thus do not provide 

any support for the correct gender), the influence of the noun’s gender in L2 emerges. To conclude, the current 

study shows a case of the influences of L2 on the heritage language, and sheds light on the understanding of 

L1-L2 relations. 
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